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For immediate release: May, 2019

Today Envision Learning Partners (ELP) is excited to announce our strategic partnership with KQED Education.

The nonprofit, public media station KQED provides educators and young people multimedia content, experiential activities, and professional tools to create learning environments of the 21st century, by promoting media literacy, civic engagement, creative expression, and problem solving using digital media.

ELP is dedicated to helping schools and districts empower students by rebalancing assessment systems. When young people are challenged by work that is rigorous and real-world, and when they are given opportunities to revise and reflect along the way, then they are liberated to realize their potential.

This partnership enables ELP and KQED Education to  
• share each other's expertise with our communities  
• offer KQED resources to ELP district partners and teachers in service of strengthening skills and tools for performance assessments.  
• ELP often works with schools who have selected Digital Literacy as part of their Graduate Profile. ELP will introduce schools that desire to deepen their Digital Literacy learning with KQED and their growing body of resources  
• KQED Education and their partner schools has the whole child learning in mind, inline with ELPs approach to student learning. KQED will introduce like-minded KQED partner schools with ELP and their range of resources and services.

Learn more about KQED and Envision Learning Partners, and contact aragon@envisionlearning.org or avaba@kqed.org if you have more questions about the partnership.